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Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 
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Keep Calm 

Trust The Plan 

―The Plan to Save Humanity‖ 

https://rumble.com/v1liofh-world-countries-surrender-to-president-donald-trump-and-the-white-

hat-allia.html  

A Strange Week Ahead 

15 States in Line For DEW Attacks, Same As Happened in Hawaii 

High Profile Satanists Continue to Cover Up Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children 

Satanic Ritual Abuse, Torture, Murder & Cannibalism of Children Cover Up in Utah | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Life is not the way it’s supposed to be. 

It’s the way it is. 

The way we cope with it makes the difference. 

 

―Doing in Order to Become‖ 

May 17, 2020 - #4731 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

No matter how much we might need to accomplish, life was never meant to be a list of tasks. Life 

is more about who we are becoming through our experiences – not just what we’re doing with 

our time.  

We might want to consider what we are going to become each day. How might the person we are 

at the end of the day be a little different from the person we were at the beginning?  

We were created to become something greater than what we now are. The things we choose to 

do each day can lift us to that goal.  
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This is what it means to be a human being – a Child of God. 

 

Judy Note: ―The next week or two is going to be crazy. It‘s going to require a lot of focus and 

perspective to navigate it. A lot. When in doubt, shut down the drama and the news cycle and 

review the facts. 40k feet. If you remember nothing else, remember that. Media Internet 

shutdown. Hence, 40k feet.‖ …Rubix Q 

The Cabal’s False Flag Direct Energy Attack that started fires in a straight line across the 

Hawaiian Islands was the same as happened last year in Oregon and California forest fires 

appeared to be the same as the DEW attacks seen in recent China floods and Australian fires.  

There were 15 states on a list that showed planned DEW Attacks in the future: Texas, Arizona, 

Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Washington, Oregon, Colorado, Florida, California, 

Nevada, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah and Oklahoma. 

In Hawaii the Attacks eliminated native Hawaiians who were resisting selling their valuable 

land and cleared the way for World Economic Forum Smart City Governance in Lahaina.  

All Events seemed destined to be blamed on Climate Change, while leading up to the Cabal‘s 

Project Blue Beam in their Anti Population Agenda. 

 It was rumored from three different military sources that Joe Biden has been removed 

from office; Kamala Harris could not be put in because she was not born in the US, and 

Kevin Mcarthy was now the sitting US President. 

 All three Doomsday Planes were in the sky right now. Trump to be indicted, again, 

today Tues. 15 Aug. 

 ―Fernanda‖ a Category Four Hurricane, was heading towards Hawaii and planned to 

hit on Sun. 20 Aug. 

 World Alliance Military still making Mass Arrests across the Globe while taking down 

30 corrupt countries‘ governments 

 Global Currency Reset in Progress 

 In retaliation to the Military arrests and GCR, DEW Attacks happened across 

Hawaii, California, Oregon, China and Australia, with plans to attack 15 more states: 

Texas, Arizona, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Washington, Oregon, Colorado, 

Florida, California, Nevada, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah and Oklahoma.  

 The Cabal was said to have activated their Project Blue Beam – a False Flag Event of 

an Alien invasion of Earth. 

 Trump’s Historic World Tour ―The Plan to Save Humanity‖: 

https://rumble.com/v1liofh-world-countries-surrender-to-president-donald-trump-and-

the-white-hat-allia.html 
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 Satanic Ritual Abuse, Torture, Murder & Cannibalism of Children Cover Up in Utah | 

Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)  

 Q: ―You cannot tell the people, you must show them.‖ 

 Q+ Speaks: ―We‘re coming right out with it now. It has always been about the children. 

These people are evil.‖ 

Judy Note: If you were reading this Update as posted on Operation Disclosure Official, be 

aware that some information has been redacted. For the complete un-redacted version, see the 

PDF copy at the end of the Update on Operation Disclosure Official.  

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 Tues. 15 Aug. Bruce: Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) should be notified to set foreign 

currency exchange and Zim redemption appointments prior to the BRICS Summit, which 

begins next Tues. Aug. 22-24. 

 Tues. 15 Aug. MarkZ: ―Bond people are expecting their funds on Wed. 16 Aug.‖ 

 Sun. 13 Aug. American Patriot: ―The Military Earth Alliance Covert Operations have 

neutralized covert operations and all 209 countries were now gold/asset-backed. The Star 

link Satellite System has been interconnecting computerized unmanned stations to 

monitor the Quantum System that‘s been connected and synched up.‖ 

 By Mon. 7 Aug. the Iraqi Parliament had approved their budget with the new Iraqi 

Dinar Rate in it and published it in the Gazette the next day Tues. 8 Aug.  

 On Wed. 9 Aug. the new Iraqi Dinar Rate was believed to have revalued at a 1:1 with the 

USD and then began trading up on the Forex back screens.  

 On Thurs. 10 Aug. the direct payment system was activated to send funds 

internationally person to person.  

 Tier 4b should be notified to receive appointments to exchange foreign currencies and 

redeem Zim bonds within 48 hours of Bond Holders.  

 The Gold/asset-backed USN was expected to be announced between Aug.18-21, or 

most certainly at the BRICS Summit in Johannesburg South African Aug. 22-24. 

B. Tues. 15 Aug. 2023 Bruce, The Big Call The Big Call Universe (ibize.com)  667-770-1866, 

pin123456# 

 A couple of days ago political things started to happen in all 50 states which were 

moving this forward. They planned to eliminate the Deep State within the next few days. 

 The Emergency Broadcast System (EBS), or Emergency Alert System (EAS), or 

Emergency Warning System (EWS) will be activated to expose all the corruption that 

was going on in our government. 

 The BRICS Summit in South Africa Tues. 22 Aug. through Thurs. 24 Aug. included 

93 member countries that were gold backed in their own currency and wanted to be part 

of BRICS. 
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 The gold backed USN was being traded digitally and should be out publically two days 

prior to the BRICS Summit (by Sun. 20 Aug.) 

 Bond Holders were still waiting for notification to receive access to their funds. 

 Iraq could publish their new Dinar Rate on Wed. 16 Aug. or Sat. 19 Aug. 

 Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) should be notified to set foreign currency exchange 

and Zim redemption appointments prior to the BRICS Summit. 

C. Operation Sandman: Dumping the Fiat US Dollar, The Yorkshire Lass (Samantha 

Alderson) 

 I’m expecting a big wakeup call come end of August when the BRICS alliance 

announces a new international trade asset backed by precious metals instead of the US 

Dollar backed by air. 

 Once trading Oil in digital currencies backed by precious commodities, these 

countries will cease holding $'s. Then comes the hyperinflation and the Great Depression. 

Nearly 60% of international reserves are held in dollar-denominated assets, and it's by far 

the most-used currency for trade. The dollar is involved in about 88% of all international 

trade transactions. 

 The MSM won’t be able to hide the fact their cabal financial system is bankrupt and 

collapsing at rapid speed. They will have no other choice to report it.  

 "Project Sandman" describes a 100+ nation agreement that, when triggered, will see 

those nations simultaneously dump the dollar and abandon the "petrodollar" . When this 

decision is triggered, the dollar and all dollar-denominated assets will plunge to near-

ZERO literally overnight.  

D. Events to Watch!, Marie G: Each one of these events represents a chance for new monetary 

policy changes. But first we need to see gold attempt to ―break out‖ of its below 2000 holding 

pattern. 

 BRICS Summit - August 22-24: https://brics2023.gov.za/about-the-summit/ Possible 

gold standard announced, trade currency set and put into action. 

 Protocol 20 implementation - August 22: https://stellar.org/developers-blog/proposed-

changes-to-transaction-submission Full implementation by the 22. Moving liquidity to 

Stellar via other tokens. Wrapping them in Stellar protocols, and being able to ―trade‖ 

those assets. 

 Jackson Hole Fed meeting - August 24-26: 

https://www.kansascityfed.org/research/jackson-hole-economic-symposium/ "Structural 

Shifts in the Global Economy.‖ Discussions, lectures, and possible new monetary policy. 

 G20 Summit - September 9-10: https://www.g20.org/en/g20-india-2023/new-delhi-

summit/ Meeting between the 20 greatest powers in the world. Everything from trade to 

monetary policy can and is expected to be discussed. 
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 Voting on Protocol 20 - September TBD: https://stellar.org/developers-blog/proposed-

changes-to-transaction-submission No date set for voting on implementation of Protocol 

20. 

E. Direct Energy Weapons: 

 Secretary of Defense under President Trump Mark Esper made mention of Directed 

Energy Weapons during a Press Conference while at the Pentagon in 2020, implying the 

systems are already in use & have been for sometime with warfare between Russia & 

China. Lockheed Martin announced as far back as 2015, that these systems would be 

operational by 2020. This is NOT a ―Conspiracy Theory.‖ They say the fires are caused 

by ―climate change‖ when NOTHING could be further from the TRUTH. 

 "Ministry of Defense (MOD) is to make Directed Energy Weapons a realistic choice 

for armed forces." https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-and-security-

accelerator-dasa-open-call-for-innovation/ifa035-making-science-fiction-a-reality-future-

directed-energy-weapons 

 Missing parts from the Hawaiian fires: 

Geoengineering plans: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-

111hhrg53007/pdf/CHRG-111hhrg53007.pdf 

Eco impacts from geoengineering: https://www.walshmedicalmedia.com/conference-

abstracts-files/2168-9881-C1-028-027.pdf 

F. Hawaii Fires and Destruction: 

 Around 8:30 pm EST Tues. 15 Aug. Maui Police were ordered to [From "Above"] shut 

down the Distribution placards of the Locals who were affected by Lahaina Fires. 

 Maui Resident Says ―We Were Winning Against Fires Until Water Shut Off‖: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/08/maui-resident-says-we-were-winning-

against-fires/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=maui-resident-says-

we-were-winning-against-fires 

 The Maui houses burned surgically one by one, while the vegetation remained intact. 

 This information sent to me (Looking Within on Telegram) from people in the 

islands: Hawaii was attacked by DEW weapons it seems. Research DEW!! This was a 

direct attack toward Hawaii and its people. This is TRUTH! This tragic incident on Maui 

where now there has already been 4 dozen bodies found dead and literally devastation has 

been a direct attack toward Hawaii. I said this about 2 years ago in one of the many 

videos that I put out. If you remember I said I had a vision and I said Hawaii was going to 

be attacked and they would be destruction. And So it begins. People this is a direct attack 

by the elite and the dark evil people that have been trying to kill off mankind they used a 

weapon called DEW-  go look it up. Do your research." 
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 The Maui Experiment: They destroyed Lahaina Maui Hawaii to bring in a World 

Economic Forum Smart City Governance. The same DEW Attacks were seen in recent 

China floods, recent Australian & Hawaiian fires and in California and Oregon fires last 

year. 

 Please can someone explain how the book ―Fire and Fury: The Story of the 2023 

Maui Fire and It’s Implications For Climate Change‖ was able to be written, 

published and then sold on Amazon less than a week after the Maui, Hawaii fires? 

 People with essential supplies for Maui residents were being turned away from roads 

going into the area, so were sending them in by boat and Skidos. 

 Maui Residents were being told by their insurance companies that their properties did 

not meet city code and therefore the destruction would not be covered by the insurance 

company. It‘s interesting that they didn‘t tell them that when they made payments to that 

insurance company.   

 Aug 15, 2023 Torching of Lahaina an ACT OF TERRORISM by the tyrannical 

government against the people of Hawaii, Mike Adams' Brighteon Broadcast News: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227649 

 SORCHA 8/14: "China Begins Hawaii Liberation With ―Out Of SciFi‖ Laser Weapon 

―Fire Hurricane‖ Strike"  

 NEW: Maui Police Are ARRESTING Witnesses Of The Fires! (Video) 

 Lionel: "The Incapacitated Joe Biden Redefines Despicable — No One Believes the Lies 

About Lahaina Fires" [12:33 video (cc)]  

 Twitter LINK - This fire thing on Maui doesnt add up. How did all the boats on the water 

burn as well and there is a perfect circle of fire around the city. (short video) 

 Direct Energy Weapons used on Hawaii – Fire will cause floods: Disclosure Hub 

Stitch on Reese Report BOOM. Their technology is finally being outed and it‘s plain to 

see and look up for yourself. Watch Chem or Con and see the history of using weather 

modification and the use of forest fire smoke to induce flooding. Look up the AERTOL 

Plane, EOS AURA Satellite, and the STROZ-LITE Laser system. 

 DEW Attack in Hawaii same as happened in California will be blamed on weather. 

 Twitter LINK - This fire thing on Maui doesnt add up. How did all the boats on the water 

burn as well and there is a perfect circle of fire around the city. (short video) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. Incredible! The Biden Regime Gave $2 Million in One-time Aid to the 

AMERICAN People Affected by the Wildfires in Maui, While HUNDREDS OF 

BILLIONS are Sent to Defend Deep State Criminality 6,000 Miles From Here - 

American Media Group Incredible! The Biden Regime Gave $2 Million in one-time aid 

to the AMERICAN People Affected by the Wildfires in Maui, While HUNDREDS OF 

BILLIONS are Sent to Defend Deep State Criminality 6,000 Miles from Here (amg-

news.com) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. BREAKING: Direct Energy Attack on the Innocent People of Maui, 

Hawaii: The Silent Warfare – BOOST THIS VIDEO!!! - American Media Group Direct 
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Energy Attack on the Innocent People of Maui, Hawaii The Silent Warfare - BOOST 

THIS POST!!! (amg-news.com) 

 "The Incapacitated Joe Biden Redefines Despicable — No One Believes the Lies 

About Lahaina Fires," Lionel: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227622 

G. White Hat Intel: Maui Fire Fueled By Elites? 

 Locals in Maui Were Refusing To Sell Their Land To The Elites 

 The Part of The Island Mainly Destroyed By The Fires Was Prime Area Right Next 

To Lavish Mega-Mansions. 

 Now, A Lot of Those Locals Are Forced To Sell Their Land and Many Tragically 

Died in The Flames 

 How did the fire know to avoid the most expensive mansions? Wake up! 

 Oprah Winfrey Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Jeff Bezos Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Lady Gaga Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Bill Gates Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Morgan Freeman Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Will Smith Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

 Julia Roberts Has A Luxury Mansion in Maui; It‘s Completely Fine 

H. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican and Housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam: 

 Mon. 14 Aug. BOOOOM!!! EXPLOSIVE REPORT: JPMorgan Chase Drops Bombshell 

on Hunter Biden, Implicating ―Human Trafficking‖ - American Media Group 

EXPLOSIVE REPORT: JPMorgan Chase Drops Bombshell on Hunter Biden, 

Implicating "Human Trafficking" (amg-news.com) 

 On August 3, 1977, Cathy O’Brien testified to the 95th U.S. Congress to accuse Hillary 

Clinton of rape, and that she was a sex slave for Hillary and Bill Clinton ‗who are 

bisexuals‘ affiliated in an elite sex trafficking ring that abuse, purchase and sacrifice 

children. 

 Mon. 26 April 2021: Obama/ Biden/ Clinton/ Pelosi White House Pedophile Ring 

Uncovered by Wikileaks | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 17 July 2023: CIA Funds Child Sex Trafficking Cult Run Out of the Vatican | 

Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 28 Oct. 2021: Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Native 

Women, Children – well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 4 June 2021: Queen Elizabeth, Canada, Native Chiefs, Vatican, CIA Cover Up of 

Child Death Camps, Mass Grave Sites | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 
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 July 18, 2020 Roseanne Barr interviews gene Decode! Ancient and modern child 

trafficking including Jekyll Island and the Tribe of Dan, the Pope's initiation, Trump, 

DUMBS, mind control and more. https://www.genedecode.org 

I. Thirty-Year Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children Cover Up in Utah: Satanic Ritual Abuse, 

Torture, Murder & Cannibalism of Children Cover Up in Utah | Crime All-Stars | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com)  

By Tom Fairbanks, Intelligence Support Activity (ISA) Community Health Advocate 

Community Support Foundation communitysupportfoundation@protonmail.com 

Over the last few days, I Tom Fairbanks, have forwarded reports on David O. Leavitt and his 

involvement with David Lee Hamblin and the LDS Church of Satan (CS). The reports are 

preparation for a Criminal Complaint/Referral to JAG on all of those connected to the Satanic 

Ritual Abuse (SRA) that has been covered-up over the last 30+ years. 

David O. Leavitt is the former Utah County Attorney who held a press conference denying 

that he was a child molester and murderer targeted by a Utah County Sheriff‘s Office 

investigation. This was a preemptive strike by David Leavitt, who had not been named by the 

Sheriffs as a suspect or even a person of interest. A reporter had provided David Leavitt with 

police reports and victims‘ statements from a 2013 investigation into David Lee Hamblin.   

The report named Hamblin and others as members in the LDS Church of Satan (CS) and 

perpetrators of child rape, child pornography, murder, torture, and cannibalism. David Leavitt 

and his wife Chelom were both named as members of the Church of Satan and participants in the 

abuse of the victims. 

Victim Statement #2 (VS2) details a 1997-98 dinner at the Leavitts‘ house in Nephi, where the 

Hamblin children were allegedly forced to participate in an orgy with David and Chelom 

Leavitt.  

Victim Statement #2 also alleges that the Leavitts were present for dinners where human meat 

was served. Leavitt is also accused in Victim Statement #3 (VS3) of raping Victim #3 on two 

separate occasions.  

Chelom Leavitt and her sister are named as participants in David Lee Hamblin‘s training of CS 

children, who were being conditioned to cooperate with commands by parents to engage in 

https://www.genedecode.org/
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sexual acts, and also to torture and murder animals. Chelom Leavitt also allegedly had sex with 

David Hamblin in Provo, Spring City, and Nephi. She and her sister were purportedly interested 

in learning Hamblin‘s methods to control his children. The sister is only identified as Chelom‘s 

sister, and her name is never specified. 

The Leavitts also allegedly engaged in barter payments where the Hamblin children were passed 

off to perform sexual acts for the Leavitts. This extended to ceremonies at the Leavitts where 

Victim #3 was dropped off by her parents, drugged by the Leavitts, and then raped.  

Victim #3 also accused the Leavitts of being present and participating in the murder of a young 

boy in a barn next to the Hamblins‘ Spring City house in 1994-96. Victim #3 alleged that the 

boy was crucified, beaten with a stick, and then skinned alive while she and her siblings were 

forced to have sex with him. Afterwards, Joe Bennion took the boy‘s corpse to his kiln to burn 

the remains. This was one of at least three skinnings the victim recalls.   

Victim Statement #4 details a game of Risk on a computer where David Leavitt forced her to 

have sex with him each time she lost a country. She also alleges that she was forced to give 

Leavitt oral sex at a party in Provo, Utah, where another unidentified adult smeared food on her 

anus and led a dog to her to lick the food off. She further alleged that David Leavitt and Rosie 

Hamblin raped her in the Hamblins‘ Provo house. 

Leavitt was not named by the Utah County Sheriffs’ Office as a person of interest or a 

suspect in the 2021-22 investigation of child rape, trafficking, and murder in Utah County, San 

Pete, and Juab Counties. The sheriff explicitly denied that the allegations in 2021-22 were 

connected to the 2013 investigation into Hamblin‘s alleged abuse.    

The investigation into David Hamblin preceded David Leavitt‘s time as Utah County attorney. 

In his capacity as the lead prosecutor in Utah County, Leavitt dismantled the Special Victims‘ 

Unit that was tasked with investigating sex crimes. He was further implicated by his own 

prosecutors for dismissing criminal cases against his brother‘s friend.    

The friend in question had served an LDS mission with Leavitt’s brother, and was also a 

campaign donor.  Mark Steward Allen was charged with felony stalking, and David Leavitt 

removed prosecutor Lance Bastian from the case after Bastian refused to dismiss the charges 



against Allen.  Allen reached out to Leavitt through his brother, Mike Leavitt, who passed a 

binder full of information on the alleged victim to David Leavitt. 

The 2013 allegations against David Lee Hamblin and other purported CS members (including 

David O. Leavitt) specifically reference polygamy. Girls within the CS were sealed to multiple 

men, raped by those men, and the women of the CS were exchanged by their husbands like 

chattel for sexual gratification.  

David Lee Hamblin allegedly had sex with his own sisters, Krii Tuttle and Suki Christensen, 

and David Leavitt‘s wife (Chelom) allegedly participated in David Leavitt‘s rape of the Hamblin 

daughters.   

David Leavitt’s wife Chelom Leavitt is a sex therapist.  She is an assistant professor in the 

BYU School of Family Life who focuses on ―the variables that create healthier relationships.‖ 

This includes ―being aware and present during sex‖ which ―is associated with relational and 

sexual satisfaction.‖  

The implications are staggering: a woman who is accused of being involved in the rape and 

sexual torture of children is an assistant professor at BYU specializing in human sexuality and 

relationships.   

Chelom’s husband, David O. Leavitt, is an attorney and prosecutor, and her brother-in-law, 

Mike Leavitt, is a former governor in Utah with ties to both the Bush and Romney political 

networks. As with many LDS members who have been accused of abuse, the Leavitts are 

prominent members of a church with a history of covering up abuse claims and discouraging 

investigations into sexual abuse allegations against LDS members.   

David Leavitt’s role in the CS is said to be that of ―The Conspirator‖ in VS3. As such, his job 

would be to attack anyone who might present a threat to the CS, plant false information and 

evidence against those who oppose or threaten the CS. The role includes ―send[ing] people to 

bug houses, send threats, watch, listen and gather information‖ as well.   

Davitt Leavitt’s decision to pre-emotively call a press conference to deny the 2013 

allegations against him in the dismissed Hamblin case takes on a new significance. By linking 

the present Utah County Sheriff‘s investigation to the dismissed charges against David Lee 

Hamblin from 2013, David Leavitt would arguably be fulfilling his CS role as ―The 

Conspirator.‖  



His actions in disbanding the Special Victims Unit and reducing prosecutions while acting as 

County Attorney would also fit within this alleged role. His decisions to intervene in at least two 

cases where the defendants had a familial or employment connection to him and his family also 

fit within ―The Conspirator‖ role. 

David Leavitt’s attack on the victims in the 2013 Hamblin case is notable because he knew 

exactly who one of the victims was, despite her anonymity in police reports and the redaction of 

her name in the witness statement he referenced. He excoriated her as being ―tragically mentally 

ill‖ and therefore unreliable as a witness and lacking credibility as an accuser. This is incredible 

for several reasons: 

1. The victim‘s name in her statement was redacted. 

2. David Leavitt was not the Utah County Attorney at the time of David Lee Hamblin‘s 

prosecution on 18 counts related to the abuse allegations.   

David Leavitt appeared to know exactly who wrote the victim’s statement he referred to in 

his press conference, even though the author‘s name was redacted. His pre-existing links to 

Webb, Green, and Hamblin, combined with his decision to inject himself into the Allen and 

Bowles cases only serve to increase the likelihood that the allegations in the victims‘ statements 

are credible.     

 https://1830goel.substack.com/p/the-lds-church-of-satan-alleged-members 

Yet, what appears to be conspicuously absent in the reports, is any reference to, or 

information about, David and Chelom Leavitt‘s children, especially their adopted children.   

So, where are all of their adopted children and what is their adoption story? 

Where there is smoke, there is fire! 

J. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 

H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chemtrail/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoax: 

 Vaccine Warning: U.S. Doctors warn the world to stop taking the Covid Vaccines, they 

are toxic, lethal, ineffective and must be stopped. They damage the brain, heart, liver, 

bone marrow, fetus, causing harm in the human body leading to injury and death. 

 Biden FDA Admits That Doctors Have Authority to Prescribe Ivermectin for Covid-19 

K. Trump Indictments: 

https://1830goel.substack.com/p/the-lds-church-of-satan-alleged-members
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227605


 Trump Indicted In Georgia Election Interference Case: 

https://dailycaller.com/2023/08/14/trump-indicted-georgia-election-interference-case/ 

 Trump Fights Back in Georgia: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227632 

 All’s Calm at Mar-A-Lago: The atmosphere at the President Trump‘s Mar-a-Lago 

Command Center is eerily calm as the media makes much ado about Trump‘s seemingly 

precarious legal woes—multiple fraudulent indictments carrying more than 125 specious 

charges – all of which for Trump has drawn in higher and higher approval ratings both 

inside and outside of the country. https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227640 

 How Stupid Is The Georgia Anti-Trump Case? They Indicted Trump For Tweeting 

People To Watch TV!: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227642 

 Ruling By Litigation to Protect a Communist Coup Government: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227646 

 Fulton County DA's Role in Trump Investigation Questioned: 
https://www.conservativecardinal.com/fulton-county-das-role-in-trump-investigation-

questioned/ 

 

L. Stolen Election: 

 

 Engineers Discover Nationwide Cellular Network Connects Election Equipment and 

Gives Federal Government Access to Election Systems at Precinct Level: 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/08/report-nationwide-cellular-network-

connects-election-equipment-gives/ 

 Massive 2020 Vote Fraud Was Never Addressed Before Trump's Indictment, CGI's 

PatMac: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227633 

 

M. Breaking News: Biden's Impeachment Looms as Congress Unleashes a Storm of 

Revelations!, Charlie Ward 

 The clock is ticking, and the removal of Joe Biden from power has begun! Congress 

is gearing up to announce the dates for his impeachment, marking a pivotal moment in 

American history.  

 But that's not all – House Speaker McCarthy drops a bombshell, hinting at the 

potential impeachment of Attorney General Merrick Garland for mishandling the 

Hunter Biden investigation. 

 These strategic moves are poised to shake the very foundations of the mainstream 

media. Finally, the impeachment hearings will force their reluctant hand, compelling 

them to report on the crimes and misdemeanors linked to Biden's impeachment.  

 Prepare for a seismic awakening as millions of Democratic voters are red-pilled, 

confronted with the shocking revelations surrounding their beloved president and the 

notorious Hunter Biden laptop.  

https://dailycaller.com/2023/08/14/trump-indicted-georgia-election-interference-case/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227632
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 CNN, a prominent player in this unfolding drama, will lead the charge in 

broadcasting the impeachment proceedings. Could this be a sign of their gradual 

transformation, as they slowly flip their narrative and challenge the established order? 

And behind the scenes, whispers echo of a monumental interview where Trump returns to 

CNN, leaving the MSM, CIA, and FBI in a frenzy. CNN holds the key to unveiling 

information that has long been suppressed. 

 But let's dig deeper. Who wields the unseen hand, manipulating the very fabric of 

reality? Who has captured the attention of Twitter, orchestrated changes within CNN, and 

exposed classified military operations in Ukraine? They are the architects of the Great 

Awakening, leading humanity towards truth and liberation.  

 This enigmatic force fights against the looming threat of a fake alien invasion, 

safeguarding the interests of Trump and RFK Jr., and shedding light on the dark 

underbelly of child trafficking and human exploitation.  

 And now, in an unprecedented turn of events, Congress uncovers a treacherous web 

of deceit surrounding the fake alien invasion. Classified military operations, hidden 

deep within the underground machinations of the Deep State, are exposed. These 

operations harbor groundbreaking technologies that could revolutionize the world, 

liberating us from the shackles of oil and gas dependency. Prepare for a seismic shift as 

the grip of the elite cabal, who profit from these finite resources, is shattered. 

 Brace yourself for the next chapter in the fight against human trafficking as 

Congress prepares to launch an all-out assault on this heinous industry. Epstein, JP 

Morgan, the Clintons, and Biden are just a few names that will be dragged into the 

spotlight.  

 The dark secrets of Pizzagate, once concealed by the CIA's Mockingbird 

Operations, will resurface. The time for truth and justice is at hand, exposing the sinister 

forces that have preyed upon our society for far too long. 

 Stay tuned, for timing is everything. The stage is set for a dramatic unraveling, where 

the powers that be will be held accountable. The truth will prevail, and a new dawn is on 

the horizon. 

N. Med Beds: 

 Healing in Minutes, Not Months: Inside the Medbed Phenomenon That‘s Leaving 

Doctors Speechless! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 (VIDEO 16.23) MED BEDS – High Tech Medical Bed Technology Suppressed by 

DEEP STATE and Released by NESARA GESARA 

O. The Real News for Tues. 15 Aug. 2023: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/08/healing-in-minutes-not-months-inside-the-medbed-phenomenon-thats-leaving-doctors-speechless-3797305.html
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 CNN: National Average gas price reaches 10 month high of $3.85. 75% of Americans 

say the condition of the U.S. economy is ―poor.‖ 63% disapprove of Joe Biden‘s handling 

of the economy. Yet, Janet Yellen claims Americans approve of ―Bidenomics‖ 

 China Floods: CGI's Morgan: Levee breaks, and flood discharge continue...Officials: To 

Defend the city, keep floods in farmlands (rumormillnews.com) 

 Tues. 15 Aug. "Banana Republic Biden Fires Kill Shots At Trump-Kennedy," 

Sorcha: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227648 

 Truth is Leaking Out on Bidens: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227650 

 US Ambassador to Australia Hints at Plea Deal for Julian Assange:  

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227636 

 Mon. 14 Aug. Democrat Councilman Says Mayorkas Is Lying About Border | Horizon 

Post 

 Mon. 14 Aug. FISAGATE Proves Deep State Will Do ANYTHING To Remove Trump, 

Just Like They Did To President Kennedy - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. Exposed: Understanding the Dynamics Between the Corrupt Corporation 

UNITED STATES INC and Our Strawman - American Media Group Understanding the 

Dynamics Between the Corrupt Corporation UNITED STATES INC and Our Strawman 

(amg-news.com) 

 Direct from BLOOMBERG / DEEP STATE NEWS 

 Tens of millions of Americans could be thrown into a Summer of Hell as a mega 

drought, heat waves, and reduced power generation could trigger widespread rolling 

electricity blackouts from the Great Lakes to the West Coast, according to Bloomberg, 

citing a new report from the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), a 

regulatory body that manages grid stability. 

P. In 1996, Gary Webb exposed how the CIA hired Drug Traffickers to sell massive 

amounts of cocaine in the US in order to raise untraceable funds to finance a Terrorist 

Organization who were trying to overthrow the Nicaraguan government.  

 These massive shipments of cocaine ultimately sparked the crack epidemic that 

decimated inner cities during the 90's as a result mainstream media vilified Gary Webb & 

destroyed his career, which also destroyed his marriage.  

 But he refused to back down.  

 In 2004 he was found dead with 2 bullet wounds to his head, his death was ruled a 

suicide.  

 This man literally lost everything to give us a glimpse of the Truth. 

 Don't let his memory or what he stood for Fade. 

Q. Help Save Our Constitution – It’s Hanging By A Thread: (VIDEO 1.08.46) Flight of the 

Brunson Brothers - A Nick Alvear Film (rumormillnews.com)  
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 SCOTUSLetter.pdf (brunsonbrothers.com) 

 Add Your Letter of support of the Brunson Cases to the Supreme Court: Brunson 

Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme Court… 

R. Fri. 4 Aug. Brunson Brothers Update: 

 Loy Brunson Petition: We were told that the U.S. Supreme Court is going to be 

scheduling a conference for October where the Supremes will meet and make a second 

consideration for a possible hearing on his case.  Your prayers and support are much 

appreciated! 

 Raland J. Brunson Petition: I have just been notified by the Court that Judge Howard 

C. Nielson has decided that he does not want to hear the case. As of Thurs. 3 Aug. the 

court had received 10,350 letters from people all over this country telling them to allow 

this case to be heard!! All letters now will be directed to the 10th Circuit Court of 

Appeals.  I want this case to be the biggest subject of conversation throughout that court 

like it was with the Utah Federal Court.  Even the security guard while smiling at me said 

"Oh, you're the one we've been seeing all those thousands of letters about!" Thank you so 

much for your love and support! If you haven‘t had a chance to send your letter, let that 

judge hear your voice and click here: www.enoughisenough.me 

S. Three ongoing battles for Freedom against our corrupt judicial system were being waged 

by Patriots on their own Dime:  

 Freedom to Exercise our Right to Free and Fair Elections: The Brunson Brothers 

were trying to make Congress adhere to concepts of our Constitution by suing Congress 

for not investigating allegations of voter fraud in the 2020 Election.  

 Freedom from Harassment From the Privately Owned US Inc.’s IRS: For over five 

years Barbie and Ken Cromar have been battling the Goliath IRS which took away their 

fully paid for home and all their possessions even after they had won their case in a 

federal tax court that ruled they owed no monies to the IRS.  

 Freedom of Parents to Have Control Over and Raise their Own Children: Ammon 

Bundy, Diego Rodriguez and Tom Fairbanks were battling a corrupt legal system 

including Child Protective Services who were ripping children away from their parents 

without a legal basis to do so. 

T. Donations were Needed in these Battles for our Freedom  -  But you get COOL Liberty 

stuff!  

 Tom Fairbanks, who filed the Criminal Complaint for Defendants Bundy and 

Rodriguez, is a good friend of "Barbie & Ken" Cromar, who are friends with the Brunson 

Brothers - Raland, Deron, Gaynor and Loy, whose case is at the US Supreme Court 

https://brunsonbrothers.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/SCOTUSLetter.pdf
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
http://www.enoughisenough.me/


charging Congress with treason for certifying the 2020 election without reviewing 100+ 

allegations of fraud and election violation. 

 All try to help each other financially by sharing donations that pay for the printing, 

postage, travel, mailings and service of legal documents to the criminals and courts. 

Your donation can help to make miracles happen! See what cool stuff a Miracles 

donation can get you. Shopping page: https://393817.e-junkie.com/  

http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-miracles/ 

U. The Canadian West Coast Common Law Court of Justice is offering rewards and 

immunity from prosecution for information leading to how these Patriots died: Harriett Nahanee, 

William Combes, Johnny "Bingo" Dawson, Ricky Lavallee, Harry Wilson and Edna Brass.  

 Since the 1800s a Canadian Government/Vatican secret pledge had been in place to 

eliminate Canadian Indian Tribes in order to take over their land. 

 The above deceased Patriots had questioned the deaths of over 60,000 children in 80 

government and mainly Catholic owned Residential Schools across Canada. 

 All Canadian Native children were ripped from arms of their loving parents and forced 

to attend the residential schools. There they did not receive the normal schooling of 

reading and writing, but were beaten, tortured, infected with contagious diseases and 

killed.  

 If you have any information on the above deceased Patriots, please contact the West 

Coast Common Law Court of Justice: 

itccsoffice@protonmail.com or angelfire101@protonmail.com  

 Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Native Women, Children – 

well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)  

V. WARRIORS of the RAINBOW: This is old world wisdom passed directly from my tribes 

elders to me. It is my responsibility to pass on to the new world with balance and beauty:  

The time has come a when people of all races, colors, and creeds will put aside their 

differences. They will come together in love, balance and joining hands in unification, to heal 

the Earth and all Her children. They will move over the Earth like a great Whirling Rainbow, 

bringing peace, understanding and healing everywhere they go. Many creatures thought to be 

extinct or mythical will resurface at this time; the great trees that perished will return almost 

overnight. All living things will flourish, drawing sustenance from the breast of our Mother, the 

Earth. Warrior, it's time. 

W. Must Watch Videos: 

 Tues. 15 Aug. Situation Update: Judy Byington: Global Financial Crisis, Banks Closing 

Worldwide, 85% of World Ditching US Dollar, Military Making Mass Arrests Globally - 

https://393817.e-junkie.com/
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Special Intel Report For Tues. 15 Aug. 2023 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. Situation Update: Situation Update: Cabal In Open War Against 

Humanity! EBS Is Imminent! DEW's Are Real! Fires In Multiple Cities!! Blackouts! War 

& Chaos! Ammonium Nitrate False Flag! | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. Trump Truthed He’s The Real Commander in Chief:  

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/08/breaking-trump-just-truthed-hes-the-real-

commander-in-chief-scavino-added-beh 

 Tues. 15 Aug. DEW and Project Blue Beam Activated, Rodriguez & Olsen: David 

Nino Rodriguez & Brad Olsen: "The War On Humanity Has Escalated! DEW And 

Project Blue Beam Activated!" (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 14 Aug. X22 Report: X22 Report: Trump Confirms He Is Exposing The Deep 

State System! Patriots Have Had The Ball The Entire Time! - Must Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

X. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

Y. ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities‖ by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 
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Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

Z. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

ZZ. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 15, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 15 AUGUST 

2023: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227619 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 14 

AUGUST 2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227565 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 12, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 12 AUGUST 

2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227456 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UDATE AS OF FRIDAY 11 AUGUST 2023 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227398 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 10, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 10 AUGUST 

2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227327 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 9, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 9 AUGUST 

2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=227308 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 8, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   (NEED TO 

KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 8 AUGUST 

2023 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 7, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  Restored 

Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon.7 Aug. 2023: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=227168 
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